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(57) ABSTRACT 

A photovoltaic cell has a photosensitive substrate and a plu 
rality offingers in ohmic contact with the substrate. At least 
one of the fingers has an average width of less than about 95 
microns. The cell also has a plurality of busbars in ohmic 
contact with the fingers. At least two of the busbars that are 
spaced less than about 38 millimeters apart intersect the at 
least one finger (i.e., the finger(s) having an average width of 
less than about 95 microns). 
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FIG. IA 
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FIG. 2B 
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PHOTOVOLTAC PANEL AND CELL WITH 
FNE FINGERS AND METHOD OF 
MANUFACTURE OF THE SAME 

PRIORITY 

0001. This patent application claims priority from the fol 
lowing provisional United States patent applications: 
0002. Application No. 61/012,795, filed Dec. 11, 2007 
entitled, “PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL WITH FINE FINGERS 
AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE OF THE SAME, 
assigned attorney docket number 3253/135, and naming 
Brown Williams, Christopher E. Dubé, and Andrew Gabor as 
joint inventors, 
0003) Application No. 61/046,045, filed Apr. 18, 2008 
entitled, “PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL WITH TABS FOR 
REFLECTING LIGHT TOWARD SUBSTRATE assigned 
attorney docket number 3253/162, and naming Brown Will 
iams as the sole inventor, 
0004. Application No. 61/079,178, filed Jul. 9, 2008, 
entitled, “EFFICIENT PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL, assigned 
attorney docket number 3253/164, and naming Christopher 
E. Dubé. Stephen Fox, Andrew Gabor, and Brown Williams 
as joint inventors, 
0005. The disclosures of these three provisional United 
States patent applications are incorporated herein, in their 
entireties, by reference. 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0006. This patent application is related to the following 
United States patent application: 
0007 U.S. patent application Ser. No. , filed on the 
same date as this patent application, assigned attorney docket 
number 3253/182, naming Brown Williams as inventor, and 
entitled, “SHAPED TAB CONDUCTORS FOR A PHOTO 
VOLTAIC CELL, the disclosure of which is incorporated 
herein, in its entirety, by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0008. The invention generally relates to photovoltaic cells 
and panels and, more particularly, the invention relates to 
photovoltaic cell efficiency using fine fingers. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0009. Photovoltaic cells convert light into electrical 
energy. To that end, a photovoltaic cell has a doped substrate 
that, when exposed to light, generates charge carriers, such as 
electrons. Conductors (referred to in the art as a "tabs') 
coupled with the substrate conduct these electrons to another 
device, thus producing an electrical current. As an example, 
one common cell technology collects the charge carriers by 
forming a plurality of conductive fingers on the Substrate. The 
fingers conduct the collected charge carriers to one or more of 
the tabs for transmission to another device. 
0010 Problems arise when any of the fingers break i.e., 
when a discontinuity forms along any of the fingers—or when 
the fingers otherwise have some kind of discontinuity. This is 
especially problematic when screen printing the fingers onto 
the substrate. If that happens, electrons may have to travel 
farther to reach another, less proximate tab, thus losing 
energy. These phenomena undesirably reduce cell efficiency. 
0011 Those in the art have responded to this problem by 
forming relatively wide, robust fingers. For example, to the 
inventors knowledge, current state of the art, commercially 
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acceptable cell finger printing processes do not form fingers 
narrower than about 100-120 microns (i.e., having average 
widths of less than about 100-120 microns). Forming fingers 
with such large widths often desirably reduces the incidence 
of breakage. 
0012 Wide fingers typically also are more conductive 
than narrower fingers for a given height. Accordingly, wide 
fingers should deliver improved current flow from the cell— 
to deliver commercially acceptable performance. Undesir 
ably, however, wide fingers present another problem; namely, 
they cover a greater area of the top surface of the cell than that 
covered by narrower fingers. Thus, as known by those in the 
art, such greater coverage necessarily reduces the amount of 
light Striking its photosensitive top Surface, consequently off 
setting efficiency gains by increased finger conductivity. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013. In accordance with one embodiment of the inven 
tion, a photovoltaic cell has a photosensitive Substrate and a 
plurality of fingers in ohmic contact with the substrate. At 
least one of the fingers has an average width of less than about 
95 microns. The cell also has a plurality of busbars in ohmic 
contact with the fingers. At least two of the busbars that are 
spaced less than about 38 millimeters apart intersect the at 
least one finger (i.e., the finger(s) having an average width of 
less than about 95 microns). 
0014. As a lower limit, the at least two busbars may be 
spaced no less than about six millimeters apart. Moreover, in 
certain applications, no busbar on the substrate may be spaced 
more than about 38 millimeters from another adjacent busbar. 
For example, the plurality of busbars may be generally 
equally spaced apart a given distance of no more than about 
15 millimeters. 
0015. Any of a number of different substrates may suffice. 
For example, the substrate may be a sheet wafer formed from 
doped polysilicon (e.g., a string ribbon wafer having a thick 
ness of no greater than about 300 microns). Each busbar and 
each finger may be formed from a screen printed conductive 
material. Moreover, the plurality of fingers preferably are 
formed from only a single layer of conductive material. 
0016 Each of the plurality of intersected fingers may have 
an average height of no greater than about twenty microns, 
and an average width of no greater than about sixty microns. 
Alternatively, each of the plurality of fingers may have an 
average width of no greater than about 65 microns. In a 
similar manner, the at least one finger may have an average 
width of no less than about 35 microns. 
0017. The cell may further have a plurality of tabs in 
ohmic contact with the plurality of busbars. The plurality of 
tabs also may have a generally planar Surface that forms an 
acute angle with the Substrate. The fingers, tabs and busbars 
together may be configured to cover no more than about six 
percent of the top surface of the substrate. 
0018. At least one of the busbars may be discontinuous 
and thus, be formed from a plurality of spaced pads. In a 
similar manner, at least one of the fingers may have a repeat 
ing discontinuity and thus, be discontinuous (by design). 
0019. To secure a tab (e.g., from another cell) to the bottom 
face of the substrate, the photovoltaic cell also may have a 
conductive sheet secured to the bottom face of the substrate. 
The tab thus is secured between the conductive sheet and the 
bottom face of the substrate. 
0020. In accordance with another embodiment of the 
invention, a method of fabricating a photovoltaic cell pro 
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vides a photosensitive Substrate having a top face, and depos 
its a plurality offingers onto the top face of the substrate and 
into ohmic contact with the substrate. The plurality offingers 
each have an average width of less than about 95 microns. 
Before, after, or at the same time as depositing the fingers, the 
method also deposits a plurality of busbars on the top face of 
the substrate to intersect the plurality offingers. The plurality 
of busbars have an outer dimension of greater than about 95 
microns. At least two of the plurality of busbars are deposited 
on the top face of the substrate so that they are separated by no 
more than about 38 millimeters. 
The method as defined by claim 18 wherein depositing a 
plurality of fingers comprises depositing no more than one 
layer of conductive material onto the substrate to form the 
fingers. 
0021. After forming the busbars, the method also may 
electrically connect a tab to at least one of the one layer 
fingers (e.g., by connecting the tab to the appropriate busbar 
(s)). In illustrative embodiments, the method deposits the 
plurality of fingers using a screen printing process. 
0022. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein depos 
iting a plurality of fingers comprises depositing a Substan 
tially continuous line of conductive material across the front 
face of the Substrate to form a single, Substantially continuous 
finger. 
0023 The method may deposit the plurality of fingers by 
depositing a substantially continuous line of conductive 
material across the front face of the Substrate to form a single, 
Substantially continuous finger. This single, Substantially 
continuous finger may have an irregular break formed after 
depositing the plurality offingers. Alternatively, the plurality 
offingers may be deposited by depositing a line of conductive 
material with a regularly spaced discontinuity (i.e., a regu 
larly, repeating discontinuity). 
0024. In accordance with another embodiment of the 
invention, a photovoltaic cell has a photosensitive Substrate, 
and a plurality of spaced pads in ohmic contact with the 
substrate. The plurality of pads form a plurality of discontinu 
ous busbars and each have an outer dimension that is greater 
than 100 microns. Eachpad in a set of the plurality of pads has 
a contiguous finger portion extending therefrom. Each Such 
contiguous finger portion has an average width of no greater 
than about 95 microns. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0025 Those skilled in the art should more fully appreciate 
advantages of various embodiments of the invention from the 
following “Description of Illustrative Embodiments.” dis 
cussed with reference to the drawings Summarized immedi 
ately below. 
0026 FIG. 1A schematically shows a photovoltaic panel 
using cells configured in accordance with illustrative embodi 
ments of the invention. 
0027 FIG. 1B schematically shows a pair of photovoltaic 
cells configured in accordance with illustrative embodiments 
of the invention. 
0028 FIG. 2A schematically shows a top view of a pho 
tovoltaic cell configured in accordance with illustrative 
embodiments of the invention. 
0029 FIG. 2B schematically shows a bottom view of a 
photovoltaic cell configured in accordance with illustrative 
embodiments of the invention. 
0030 FIG. 3 schematically shows the top view of the 
photovoltaic cell of FIG. 2 with its tabs removed. 
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0031 FIG. 4 schematically shows an enlarged view of 
fingers and busbars in the photovoltaic cell of FIG. 2. 
0032 FIG. 5 shows a process of forming a photovoltaic 
cell inaccordance with illustrative embodiments of the inven 
tion. 
0033 FIG. 6 schematically shows a portion of the photo 
voltaic cell in accordance with illustrative embodiments of 
the invention. 
0034 FIG. 7A schematically shows a cross-sectional view 
of an even smaller portion of the photovoltaic cell of FIG. 6. 
0035 FIG.7B schematically shows a cross-sectional view 
of an alternative arrangement for securing a tab to a busbar. 
0036 FIG. 8 schematically shows a top view of an alter 
native embodiment having discontinuous fingers. 
0037 FIG.9 schematically shows a side view of two pho 
tovoltaic cells that used a conductive sheet to connect their 
tabs in accordance with illustrative embodiments of the 
invention. 
0038 FIG. 10 shows a process of electrically connecting 
the two photovoltaic cells of FIG.9 accordance with illustra 
tive embodiments of the invention. 

0039 FIG. 11 schematically shows the conductive sheet 
and one of the cells when executing step 1002 of FIG. 10. 

DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODIMENTS 

0040. In illustrative embodiments, a photovoltaic cell has 
fingers with average widths of less than about 95 microns. 
Such a design can tolerate unintended finger breaks by having 
a relatively high number of busbars (i.e., relatively densely 
positioned busbars) across the top face of the cell. In addition, 
the inventors were surprised to discover that, when used with 
thin fingers, busbars spaced no more than about 38 millime 
ters from their adjacent busbars markedly improved cell effi 
ciency—regardless of whether the fingers had breaks. 
0041. To further improve performance, various embodi 
ments form the busbars and/or fingers from multiple uncon 
nected components. For example, the busbars may be formed 
from a plurality of regularly spaced pads in electrical contact 
with the fingers. Details of illustrative embodiments are dis 
cussed below. 
0042 FIG. 1A schematically shows a photovoltaic mod 
ule 6 (also known as a photovoltaic panel 6 or Solar panel 6) 
that may incorporate cells configured in accordance with 
illustrative embodiments of the invention. Among other 
things, the photovoltaic module 6 has a plurality of electri 
cally interconnected photovoltaic cells within a rigid frame. 
The module 6 also may have an encapsulating layer (not 
shown) and glass top layer (not shown) to protect the cells, 
and a backskin (not shown) to further protect the cells and 
provide a back Support. 
0043. It should be reiterated that the module 6 shown in 
FIG. 1A serves merely as a schematic drawing of an actual 
module. Accordingly, the number of cells and, of course, the 
cell topology can vary significantly within the context of the 
below description. 
0044 FIG. 1B schematically shows a photovoltaic cell 10 
configured in accordance with illustrative embodiments of 
the invention and connected to a second photovoltaic cell 
10A. As an example, these two cells 10 and 10A both may be 
within the module 6 of FIG. 1A. The two cells 10 and 10A 
may be configured in the same manner or in a different man 
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ner. In the example shown, the first and second photovoltaic 
cells 10 and 10A are serially connected to combine their 
power. 
0045 Among other things, the photovoltaic cell 10 has a 
doped substrate 12 with a plurality of conductors on its top 
and bottom faces/surfaces 14A and 14B to collect and trans 
mit electricity/current to an external device. Such as another 
photovoltaic cell or an external load. More specifically, FIG. 
2A schematically shows a top view of the photovoltaic cell 
10, while FIG. 2B schematically shows a bottom view of the 
same photovoltaic cell 10. As shown, the top surface 14A has 
an antireflective coating 16 to capture more light incident 
light, and a pattern of deposited/integral conductive material 
to capture electric current. 
0046 Specifically, the conductive material includes a plu 

rality of thin fingers 18 traversing generally lengthwise (hori 
Zontally from the perspective of the figure) along the Substrate 
12, and a plurality of discontinuous busbars 20 traversing a 
generally along the width (vertically from the perspective of 
the figure) of the substrate 12. As shown and discussed below, 
each of the busbars have regularly spaced discontinuities 
along their lengths. In the example shown, the busbars 20 are 
generally arranged in a pattern that is more or less perpen 
dicular to the fingers 18. 
0047 Alternative embodiments, however, may form the 
busbars 20 and fingers 18 in different orientations. For 
example, the fingers 18, busbars 20, or both could traverse in 
a random manner across the top face 14A of the Substrate 12, 
at an angle to the fingers 18 and busbars 20 shown, or in some 
other pattern as required by the application. 
0048. The photovoltaic cell 10 also has a plurality of tab 
conductors 22 (referred to generally as "tabs 22) electrically 
and physically connected to the busbars 20. For example, the 
tabs 22 may beformed from silver, silver plated copper wires, 
or silver plated copper wires to enhance conductivity. The 
tabs 22 transmit electrons gathered by the fingers 18 to a 
metallic strip 24, which is connectable to either an external 
load or another photovoltaic cell (e.g., as shown in FIG. 1). 
0049. Illumination of the top face 14A of the substrate 12 
generates carriers; namely, holes and electrons. As such, one 
goal for improving cell efficiency is to minimize the number 
of components shading/covering portions of the top face 14A. 
As discussed in greater detail below, the fingers 18, busbars 
20, and tabs 22 are specially configured toward this goal. 
0050. The bottom face 14B of the substrate 12 does not 
receive light and thus, may be completely covered to maxi 
mize its efficiency in collecting charge carriers. Accordingly, 
as shown in FIG. 2B, the bottom face 14B of the substrate 12 
has a bottom Surface metallic covering 26 (e.g., aluminum) 
with an exposed bottom contact 28 shaped to correspond with 
the shape of the prior noted metallic strip 24. The photovoltaic 
cell 10 therefore serially connects with similar photovoltaic 
cells by connecting their metallic strip 24 to its bottom contact 
28, and/or by connecting its metallic strip 24 to their bottom 
contacts 28. The bottom contacts 28 may be embodied by one 
or more small pads to which the strip 24 is electrically con 
nected. 
0051. In accordance with illustrative embodiments, the 
fingers 18 are much thinner than those known in the art. For 
example, some or all of the fingers 18 may have (average) 
thicknesses that are substantially less than about 120 microns. 
In fact, some embodiments have finger thicknesses of less 
than about 60 microns. During experiments and simulations, 
the inventors discovered that fingers 18 having thicknesses as 
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low as about 80 microns, or even as low as 40 microns, still 
can produce satisfactory, commercially acceptable results 
when used with appropriately configured busbars 20. To that 
end, after significant experimentation and investment, the 
inventors were surprised to discover that their cell design with 
very thin fingers 18 sufficiently tolerated more finger breaks 
than cell designs having wider fingers, but different busbar 
arrangements. 
0052. In fact, as noted above, the inventors discovered that 
thin fingers (e.g., average widths of below about 95 microns) 
had significantly improved efficiency when used with busbars 
that are spaced no more than about 38 millimeters from their 
nearest/adjacent busbars. More specifically, to the inventors 
knowledge, no prior art cell design has successfully inte 
grated thin fingers into a commercially viable device (i.e., a 
device with a currently favorable cost per watt). Others have 
tried but failed. For example, some have attempted to increase 
the conductivity of the fingers by using galvanic technology 
to form the fingers with two or more layers. Undesirably, 
however, Such processes are very complex and add prohibi 
tively increased costs to the per-watt cost of the cell. Others in 
the art simply teach away from using thin fingers and simply 
require fingers of between 100 microns and 1000 microns. 
0053. After much experimentation, the inventors discov 
ered that they could use thin fingers having average widths of 
less than 100 microns, or even less than 95 microns (e.g., 60 
microns or even 40 microns) as long as the busbars were 
sufficiently densely positioned across the top face. Otherwise, 
the art currently is unable to achieve commercially viable 
cells, at competitive pricing points, using thin fingers. Spe 
cifically, as previously noted, the inventors discovered that 
spacing the busbars no more than about 38 millimeters apart 
(from adjacent busbars) significantly improved efficiency and 
withstood finger breaks associated with thin fingers. Testing 
shows that results improved further with busbars having other 
Smaller respective spacings, such as about 30 millimeters, 
about 15 millimeters, about 10 millimeters, and about 7.5 
millimeters. Of course, if the busbars become too dense, they 
will block too much light. Accordingly, the inventors also 
determined that if the busbars are no closer than about 6 
millimeters, then the cell should provide the desired results. 
0054 The inventors realized that use of seven, eight, nine, 
or more (e.g., fifteen or more) closely spaced busbars 20 on a 
80 millimeterx150 millimeter cell could accomplish this 
favorable result. This increased number of busbars 20 thus 
further reduces the size of the finger segments 30 (discussed 
below) between the edge of the substrate 12 and a proximate 
busbar 20. As a result, the power loss (known as “Ohmic' or 
“Joule' loss) should be lower, and fewer electrons should be 
trapped in those regions, thus also improving cell efficiency. 
0055 Stated another way, busbars 20 intersect the fingers 
18 to form finger segments 30. For example, two busbars 20 
may intersect a single finger 18 to form a finger segment 30 
between the two busbars 20. As another example, a single 
busbar 20 may intersect a finger 18 to form a finger segment 
30 between the edge of the substrate 12 and the intersecting 
busbar 20. In the former case, the distance between the bus 
bars 20 preferably is very short (e.g., between about 7 and 15 
millimeters, but no more about 38 millimeters apart). If such 
a finger segment 30 breaks, then an electron on either side of 
the break still does not have a long distance to travel to reach 
one of its proximate busbars 20. It should be noted that some 
electrons still may be trapped if the single finger segment 30 
has two breaks. 
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0056 Alternative embodiments, however, do not require 
such thin fingers 18. For example, multiple busbars 20 or 
discontinuous busbars 20 (discussed below) still should 
improve efficiency even when used with high conductivity 
finger segments 30, or relatively widerfingers 18 (e.g., having 
widths greater than about 120 microns or having two or more 
layers). 
0057 Prior art busbars known to the inventors generally 
are formed as single, contiguous conductors in ohmic contact 
with multiple fingers 18. To ensure that they transmit a maxi 
mum number of electrons from the substrate 12, such busbars 
may traverse all of the fingers 18 (as also is the case with 
illustrative embodiments). Undesirably, however, such bus 
bars cover an appreciable amount of the top face 14A of the 
substrate 12 a resultantithetical to the above noted goal of 
minimizing Such coverage. 
0058. The inventors solved this problem by creating sub 
stantial discontinuities in their busbar 20, while still main 
taining its functionality. Specifically, FIG. 3 schematically 
shows the top face 14A of the substrate 12 with the tabs 22 
removed to more clearly show the busbars 20. FIG. 4 sche 
matically shows an enlarged view of several fingers 18 and 
two busbars 20, with one busbar 20 coupled to a tab. 22. As 
shown, each busbar 20 illustratively is formed from a plural 
ity of separated, electrically isolated (across the top Surface 
14A of the substrate 12) conductive regions 32 that each are 
connected/integrated with a single finger 18. The conductive 
regions 32 may be any shape and size sufficient for coupling 
with a tab. 22 (discussed below). 
0059 For example, FIG. 4 schematically shows the bus 
bars 20 as being formed from a plurality of electrically iso 
lated pads (also referred to herein with reference number 
“32) in ohmic contact with the fingers 18. It should be noted 
that although characterized as “electrically isolated these 
pads 32 may have some electrical connection through the 
Substrate 12. Such a connection, however, is not a direct 
connection, Such as that between the pads 32 and a finger 18. 
0060. The pads 32 are sized to ensure that conventional 
soldering or similar processes can readily connect tabs 22 to 
them in a highly reliable and efficient manner (discussed in 
greater detail below with regard to FIGS. 6, 7A and 7B). As an 
example, each pad 32 of FIG. 4 has a width of 500 microns 
and a (shorter) length of 200 microns. Such dimensions 
should provide a sufficient soldering site for connecting with 
relatively thin tabs 22 (e.g., tabs 22 having widths of approxi 
mately 150-200 microns) with reasonable tolerances. In some 
embodiments, the pads 32 are round with a diameter of 
between about 150 to 200 microns. Each busbar 20 thus 
comprises a plurality of regularly spaced pads 32. In other 
words, the pads 32 are spaced by a Substantially constant 
amount (the busbars 20 have discontinuities that repeat on a 
periodic basis). 
0061. In the examples discussed and shown in FIGS. 2A 
and 2B, the photovoltaic cell 10 has 40 fingers and 19 busbars 
with 19 tabs. Accordingly, each busbar has 40 pads (i.e., one 
for each finger). If the substrate 12 is 80 millimeters by 150 
millimeters, the fingers are 60 microns wide and 150 milli 
meters long, the tabs are 150 microns wide and 80 mm long, 
and the pads each are 500 microns wide and 200 microns 
long, then the following shading occurs on the top Surface 
14A of the substrate 12: 

0062 Finger shading: 40 fingersx0.06 mm width:X 150 
mm length 360 mm squared 3 percent shading, 
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0.063 Pad shading: 40 fingersx 19 busbarsx0.2 mm 
lengthx0.5 mm width=76 mm squared-about 0.6 per 
cent shading, 

0.064 Tab shading: 0.15 mm width}x80 mm lengthx 19 
tabs=228 mm squared-about 1.9 percent shading. 

0065. To determine the total shading, however, the over 
lapping area between the pads 32 and the tabs 22 must be 
calculated and subtracted from the sum of the above three 
calculated areas. This overlapping area is determined as fol 
lows: 

0.066. Overlapping area: 0.2 mm length of padx0.15 
mm width of tabx40 padsx19 tabs fingers=22.8 mm 
Squared 

0067 Thus: 
0068 Total shading for tabs and pads: 76 mm-sq.--228 
mm-sq. (minus) 22.8 mm-Sq-281.2 mm squared 

0069. Total shading (ignoring, for simplicity, the over 
lap of the tabs and fingers): 360 mm-sq.--76 mm-sq.-- 
228 mm-sq. (minus) 22.8 mm-Sq-641.2 mm 
squared about 5.3 percent shading. 

0070. In contrast, a corresponding prior art cell with a 
contiguous, 500 micron wide, 80 mm long busbar would have 
a busbar shading alone as follows: 

(0071 Prior art busbar shading: 0.5 mm width:X80 mm 
lengthx 19 busbars–760 mm squared=6.3 percent shad 
ing. 

0072 This prior art shading also includes tab shading 
since such tabs 22 are mounted on top of and within their 
busbars 20. Illustrative embodiments therefore favorably 
reduce substrate coverage by the busbars 20 in this example 
by more than 60 percent. Of course, total shading also must 
include the finger shading, which necessarily increases the 
above calculated prior art busbar 20 shading amount (6.3 
percent). It should be reiterated that these specific numbers 
are illustrative and not intended to limit various embodiments 
of the invention. It thus is anticipated that illustrative embodi 
ments can reduce the total shading of the Substrate top Surface 
14A by the tabs 22, busbars 20 and fingers 18 together to be 
less than about six percent (e.g., between about five and six 
percent). 
0073. Accordingly, discontinuous busbars 20, such as 
those discussed above and shown in the figures, provide 
essentially the same function as prior art busbars while cov 
ering significantly less area of the top face 14A of the Sub 
strate 12. Moreover, as known by those skilled in the art, 
metallization on the top surface 14A of the substrate 12 often 
degrades the electrical quality of the substrate 12 immedi 
ately beneath the surface 14A. The significantly reduced cov 
erage area of the discontinuous busbars 20 therefore should 
further reduce the likelihood of this adverse consequence. 
0074. It should be noted that the size, shape, and configu 
ration of the discontinuous busbars 20 is not necessarily lim 
ited to the embodiments discussed above. For example, bus 
bars 20 formed from pads 32 with larger or smaller widths or 
different shapes, among other things, still can Suffice for 
various applications. In addition, some busbars 20 have 
irregularly spaced pads 32. Accordingly, discussion of spe 
cific examples is for illustrative purposes only and not 
intended to limit all embodiments of invention. 

0075 Some embodiments of the invention do not require 
discontinuous busbars 20. For example, some embodiments 
may have all contiguous busbars 20, or a combination of 
contiguous busbars 20 and discontinuous busbars 20. 
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0076 FIG. 5 shows a process for forming the photovoltaic 
cell 10 in accordance with illustrative embodiments of the 
invention. It should be noted that for simplicity, this described 
process is a significantly simplified version of an actual pro 
cess used to form a photovoltaic cell 10. Accordingly, those 
skilled in the art would understand that the process may have 
additional steps not explicitly shown in FIG. 5. Moreover, 
some of the steps may be performed in a different order than 
that shown, or at substantially the same time. Those skilled in 
the art should be capable of modifying the process to suit their 
particular requirements. 
0077. The process begins at step 500, which forms a doped 
substrate 12. To that end, the process may form any kind of 
doped Substrate appropriate for the intended purposes. Illus 
trative embodiments form a p-type doped string ribbon wafer, 
such as those produced by Evergreen Solar, Inc. of Marlbor 
ough, Mass. As known by those skilled in the art, String ribbon 
wafers typically are verythin, such as on the order of between 
about 150 and 300 microns. 
0078. After cleaning the surfaces 14A and 14B of the 
wafer, the process continues to step 502 by texturing the top 
surface 14A to reduce its shininess. This step should reduce 
reflections that could minimize the amount of light that 
excites charged carriers. To that end, conventional processes 
create a micro-texture on the top Substrate Surface 14A, giv 
ing it a "frosty’ appearance. 
0079 Next, the process diffuses a junction into the sub 
strate 12 (step 504). Specifically, embodiments using a P-type 
string ribbon wafer may form a very thin layer of N-type 
material to the top face 14A of the substrate 12. For example, 
this layer may have a thickness of about 0.3 microns. Among 
other ways, the process may apply this layer by spraying a 
phosphorous compound onto the top face 14A of the wafer, 
and then heating the entire substrate 12 in a furnace. Of 
course, the junctions may beformed by other means and thus, 
the noted techniques are discussed for illustrative purposes 
only. 
0080. After removing the substrate 12 from the furnace, 
the process continues to step 506 by depositing the above 
noted electrically insulating, antireflective coating 16 to the 
top face 14A of the substrate 12. In a manner similar to the 
noted texture, one primary function of the antireflective coat 
ing 16 is to increase the amount of light coupled into the 
photovoltaic cell 10. The antireflective coating 16 may be 
formed from conventional materials, such as silicon nitride. 
0081. The process then continues to step 508, which pro 
cesses the bottom surface 14B of the substrate 12. To that end, 
conventional screen-printing processes first form a bottom 
contact 28 from a silver paste on the substrate 12, and then 
mask the bottom contact 28 to form the bottom surface metal 
lic covering 26 (e.g., formed from aluminum). 
0082 Simultaneously, before, or after processing the bot 
tom Surface 14B, the process begins processing the top Sur 
face 14A by forming the arrays offingers 18 and busbars 20 
(step 510). To that end, illustrative embodiments screen-print 
a highly conductive paste over a mask on the top Surface 14A 
of the substrate 12. The mask has the desired pattern for 
fingers 18 and busbars 20. Illustrative embodiments deposit 
one layer of conductive material only, although some 
embodiments can deposit multiple layers. To enhance con 
ductivity, various embodiments use a silver paste to form the 
fingers 18 and busbars 20. 
0083. This step may deposit the fingers 18 as a substan 

tially continuous line of the conductive material. Accord 
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ingly, fingers 18 formed this way should be free from breaks 
along their lengths. Despite these efforts, however, during or 
after processing, any of the fingers 18 may form one or more 
breaks along their lengths (referred to as “unintentional 
breaks”). Consequently, the resultant finger(s) 18 in turn 
often have one or more irregularly spaced breaks. Such breaks 
also may have irregular shapes. 
I0084 Fingers 18 formed by processes to have no breaks 
thus are considered not to be discontinuous even if they have 
one or more Such breaks. In other words, fingers engineered 
with spaces/discontinuities/breaks along their length, 
whether they are regularly or irregularly spaced, are consid 
ered to be discontinuous. In a corresponding manner, fingers 
engineered without spaces/discontinuities/breaks along their 
lengths are considered to be continuous—even if they have 
the noted unintentional breaks. The same discontinuous and 
continuous requirements also apply to busbars. 
I0085. It should be noted that discussion of screen-printing 
is for illustrative purposes only. Some or all of the various 
discussed components can be applied using other technolo 
gies. Among other technologies. Such embodiments may use 
inkjet printing or aerojet printing. 
I0086. After screen-printing both surfaces 14A and 14B, 
the process passes the Substrate 12 through a furnace at a high 
temperature for a short amount of time. For example, the 
process may pass the substrate 12 through a furnace at 850 
degrees C. for approximately 1 second. This short but quick 
heating effectively solidifies the conductive paste, and causes 
the conductive paste to “fire through the antireflective coat 
ing 16. In other words, the conductive paste penetrates 
through the antireflective coating 16 to make ohmic contact 
with the substrate 12. Accordingly, the fingers 18 and busbars 
20 contact the substrate 12 in a manner that causes their 
respective current-Voltage curves to be substantially linear. 
Also of significance is the fact that the insulative qualities of 
the antireflective coating 16 prevent a direct electrical con 
nection between two adjacent pads 32 across the top Surface 
14A. Of course, as noted above, adjacent pads 32 may have 
Some electrical connection through the Substrate 12, but Such 
a connection is not the type of direct electrical connection 
provided by a wire, tab 22, or other direct electrical path. 
I0087. The process then continues to step 512, which 
secures the tabs 22 to the busbars 20. To that end, conven 
tional processes first may screen-print solder onto each of the 
pads 32, and then use a hotplate to melt the solder. At this 
stage, each pad 32 of a busbar 20 has a solder ball for receiv 
ing a tab. 22. A scaffolding holding a row of tabs 22 under 
tension thus is moved downwardly to contact each solder ball 
with a tab 22. The solder balls then cool, consequently secur 
ing the tabs 22 to the pads 32. One advantage of using Solder 
balls in this process is their ability to connect securely with 
the tabs 22 despite irregularities in the contour of the pads 32 
and substrate 12. 

I0088. It should be noted that the tabs 22 electrically con 
nect indirectly with the substrate 12 via the pads 32 only. The 
insulative antireflective coating/layer 16 prevents the tabs 22 
from directly electrically connecting with the substrate 12 
through any other portion of the top surface 14A of the sub 
strate 12. 

I0089. The process concludes at step 514 by affixing the 
metal strip 24 (see FIG. 2A) to the tabs 22. Any conventional 
means for making this connection should suffice, such as 
conventional Soldering techniques. 
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0090 The tabs 22 may be shaped in any of a number of 
different ways. For example, the tabs 22 may have a generally 
circular cross-sectional shape, such as that of a conventional 
wire. See the above noted co-pending U.S. patent application 
assigned attorney docket number 3253/182, naming Brown 
Williams as inventor, and entitled, “SHAPED TAB CON 
DUCTORS FORAPHOTOVOLTAIC CELL, for additional 
information about this embodiment. 
0091 Specifically, in accordance with illustrative embodi 
ments, the tabs 22 have at least one generally planar side that 
generally forms an acute angle with the top Surface 14A. 
More specifically, FIG. 6 schematically shows one such 
embodiment with at least two tabs 22 having a rectangular, 
generally diamond shaped cross-sectional shape. As shown, 
the tabs 22 have at least two surfaces that each form acute 
angles A and B with the top surface 14A. This orientation 
favorably reflects some light reflected upwardly from the top 
surface 14A back to the top surface 14A, thus improving cell 
efficiency. In addition, this orientation may permit more light 
to reach the surface of the substrate. 
0092. The angles A and B may be the same or different. 
For example, both the angles A and B may be 45 degrees. As 
another example, angle A may be 60 degrees, while angle B 
may be 40 degrees. Accordingly, in Such an example, the 
angle formed between the two relevant tab surfaces is 80 
degrees. Angles A and B preferably each are greater than 
about Zero degrees but less than about 90 degrees. 
0093. The surface(s) of the tab forming this relationship 
with the top surface 14A may be generally planar, or some 
other shape. For example, the tab. 22 may have a surface with 
a concavity (not shown) that generally provides a similar 
effect. This concavity may have a very large effective radius, 
or a relatively small effective radius. In either case, the con 
cavity may define a plane across its opening. In a manner 
similar to the Substantially planar Surfaces discussed above, 
this plane may form an acute angle with the Surface 14A. 
0094. It should be noted that some surfaces of the tab 22 
may be non-planar (e.g., have a generally convex, i.e., curved, 
shape). Moreover, various embodiments may take on a num 
ber of different cross-sectional shapes. For example, some 
embodiments may have a cross-sectional shape similar to that 
of any number of different polygons, such as triangles and 
octagons. In fact, Some embodiments may use irregularly 
shaped tabs 22. Accordingly, discussion of diamond shaped 
or rectangular tabs 22 is for illustrative purposes only. 
0.095 As noted above, illustrative embodiments solder the 
tabs 22 to the busbars 20. FIGS. 7A and 7B schematically 
show two different ways of soldering the tabs 22 to the bus 
bars 20. Specifically, FIG. 7A schematically shows a cross 
sectional view of the arrangement of FIG. 6 across one tab 22. 
As shown, solder contacts only the bottom part of the tab 
22—it does not completely encapsulate that entire portion of 
the tab. 22. This is in contrast to the embodiment shown in 
FIG. 7B, in which solder completely encapsulates the entire 
portion of the tab. 22. 
0096. The solder in both noted embodiments, however, 
only contacts specific portions of each tab 22 (referred to as 
'solder points'). Accordingly, significant portions of the tabs 
22 are exposed and thus, not encapsulated. Those portions of 
the tabs 22 that are exposed therefore should provide most of 
the light reflection benefits discussed above. Specifically, 
those portions of the tabs 22 that are not exposed should 
reflect more light back to the top face 14A than conventional 
tabs, which have generally circular cross-sectional shapes. 
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0097. In a manner discussed above with regard to other 
embodiments, solder connects securely with the tabs 22 
despite irregularities in the contour of the substrate 12 and/or 
the busbars 22/32. 
0098. As noted above, various embodiments more readily 
tolerate breaks in the fingers 18 and, importantly, enable 
commercial use of thin figures. FIG. 8 schematically shows 
the above noted alternative embodiment having a plurality of 
discontinuous fingers 18. Specifically, each finger 18 in this 
embodiment has a plurality offinger portions 18A that each 
intersects a busbar 20. 
0099 Stated another way, each pad 32 has at least one 
contiguous finger portion 18A extending therefrom. In illus 
trative embodiments, the pad 32 has some outer dimension 
that is greater than about 100 microns (e.g., about 500 
microns), while the contiguous finger portion (i.e., contigu 
ous to the pad 32) has an average thickness of less than about 
95 microns. The finger portions 18A shown in FIG. 8 form 
discontinuous fingers 18. The contiguous finger portions of 
other embodiments, however, may connect to firm a continu 
ous finger 18. 
0100. As known by those skilled in the art, an electron has 
a diffusion length; i.e., the length it can travel during its 
lifetime. That distance in certain embodiments is approxi 
mately 1 millimeter. The spacing between each finger portion 
18A of a given finger 18 (of the embodiment in FIG. 8) 
therefore preferably is no greater than about two diffusion 
lengths; namely, about 2 millimeters in this case. By way of 
example only, the spacing may be between about 0.5 and 
about 2 millimeters. Of course, the spacing may be less than 
about 0.5 millimeters or greater than 2 millimeters. 
0101. As another example, in a system in which each 
busbar 20 is spaced about 9.8 millimeters from its adjacent a 
busbar 20, each finger portion 18A may have a length of about 
7.8 millimeters. Accordingly, for a given finger 18 on that cell 
10, each finger portion 18A is about 2 millimeters from its 
adjacent finger portion 18A. It should be reiterated that dis 
cussion of specific numbers and examples is illustrative and 
not intended to limit various embodiments of the invention. 
0102. In related embodiments, some fingers 18 on a single 
cell 10 are discontinuous while others on that same cell 10 are 
not discontinuous. In a similar manner, some fingers 18 may 
not extendentirely across the top face 14A of the cell 10. In 
particular, one busbar 20 may have 40 intersecting finger 
portions 18A, while another busbar 20 may have 35 intersect 
ing finger portions 18A. 
0103) The discontinuous fingers 18 may beformed by any 
of a number of conventional techniques, such as those dis 
cussed above for forming continuous fingers 18. For example, 
conventional screen printing processes may form the discon 
tinuous fingers 18. 
0104. This and related alternative embodiments thus fur 
ther minimize coverage of the top face 14A, which enables 
more light to contact the cell 10. Cell efficiency consequently 
should improve when compared to embodiments having con 
tinuous fingers 18 (i.e., fingers without expressly engineered 
breaks). In fact, it is anticipated that efficiencies improve even 
further when combined with other embodiments, such as the 
discontinuous busbar embodiment, planar tab embodiment, 
and/or conductive sheet embodiment (discussed immediately 
below). 
0105 Various embodiments provide additional optimiza 
tions that further improve efficiency and reliability, while 
reducing manufacturing costs. FIGS. 9-11 show yet another 
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Such optimization using a conductive sheet 45. Such as a 
conductive foil, to physically connect the tabs 22 with the 
bottom face 14B of the cell 10. 
0106 Specifically, FIG.9 schematically shows a side view 
of two cells 10 using a conductive sheet 45 as discussed 
above. As shown, a set of tabs 22 (i.e., one or more tabs 22) 
extends from the top face 14A of one of the cells 10 to the 
bottom face 14B of the immediately adjacent cell 10. The 
conductive sheet 45 secures these tabs to the bottom face 14B. 
It should be noted that for illustrative purposes only, FIG.9 is 
a somewhat exploded view because it spaces the conductive 
sheet 45 from the tab 22, which correspondingly is spaced 
from the bottom side of the cell 10. No such spacing should be 
present in the finished product. 
0107 The conductive sheet 45 may be any one of a variety 
of different conductive sheets known in the art. Among other 
things, the conductive sheet 45 may be a foil formed from a 
conductive material. For example, the foil may have a thick 
ness of about 40 microns and beformed from a relatively pure 
copper. To physically connect with the tabs 22 and, ulti 
mately, the bottom face 14B of the cell 10, the top surface of 
the conductive sheet 45 should have some adhesion material, 
Such as a conductive adhesive or epoxy. This adhesion mate 
rial may be formed across substantially the entire top surface 
of the conductive sheet 45, or in pre-specified locations. 
0108 For example, the conductive adhesive or epoxy may 
be formed from acrylic loaded with silver flakes and spread 
across substantially the entire top surface of the conductive 
sheet 45. Alternatively, the adhesive or epoxy may beformed 
from nickel coated glass fibers. Of course, other adhesives or 
epoxies should suffice, depending upon the requirements of 
the application. 
0109 FIG. 10 shows a simplified, illustrative process of 
electrically connecting adjacent Solar cells 10 in accordance 
with embodiments of the invention discussed with regard to 
FIG. 9. In a manner similar to the process discussed above 
with regard to FIG. 5, this described process is a significantly 
simplified version of an actual process used to connect two 
adjacent cells 10. Accordingly, those skilled in the art should 
understand that the process may have additional steps not 
explicitly shown in FIG. 10. Moreover, some of the steps may 
be performed in a different order than that shown, or at sub 
stantially the same time. Those skilled in the art should be 
capable of modifying the process to Suit their particular 
requirements. 
0110. Before beginning the process, the back face 14B of 
the cell 10 may be processed to enable a direct electrical 
connection with the substrate 12. One technique of doing this 
etches a plurality of holes through back dielectric layers (not 
shown) to the substrate 12. Such dielectric layers may be 
formed from, among other things, silicon nitride, a silicon 
oxide/silicon nitride stack, or other dielectric material. After 
forming the holes, the process adds aluminum (not shown) to 
the holes to make the electrical contact. The process of adding 
aluminum also may leave a thin layer of aluminum on the 
back face 14A of the cell 10. 
0111. The process then begins at step 1000 by securing the 
tabs 22 to the top face 14A of the cell 10. This may be 
completed a manner similar to step 512 of FIG. 5, which 
describes using solder to connect the tabs 22 with the busbars 
20. Other techniques, however, may connect the tabs 22 to the 
busbars 20. 
0112 Before, during, or after completing step 1000, the 
process secures the tabs 22 to the conductive sheet 45. To that 
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end, the tabs 22 have a length that permits them to extend over 
the top edge of the first cell 10 and to at least the edge of the 
top surface of the conductive sheet 45, as shown in FIG. 11. 
The conductive adhesive should sufficiently secure the tabs 
22 to the conductive sheet 45. 
0113 Alternatively, some embodiments may extend the 
tabs 22 across substantially the entire width of top surface of 
the conductive sheet 45, halfway across the width of the top 
surface of the conductive sheet 45, or to some other point 
across the width. From an electrical point of view, it does not 
matter where the tabs 22 are physically secured to the con 
ductive sheet 45. From a mechanical point of view, however, 
it might be advantageous to extend the wires across some 
more significant fraction of the width of the conductive sheet 
45 to ensure a reliable connection. 
0114. The process concludes at step 1004, which secures 
the top surface of the conductive sheet 45 to the bottom face 
14B of the cell 10 as shown in FIG. 9. When connected, the 
conductive sheet 45 is in intimate contact with the metal layer 
(e.g., aluminum layer) on the bottom face 14B of the cell 10. 
This intimate contact electrically connects the conductive 
sheet 45 with the aluminum, which electrically connects it 
with the substrate 12. 
0.115. As shown, the width of the conductive sheet 45 may 
be smaller than the width of the cell 10. Alternatively, the 
width of the conductive sheet 45 may be the same size as the 
width of the cell 10. In other embodiments, the shape of the 
conductive sheet 45 does not necessarily correspond with the 
shape of the cell 10. For example, the conductive sheet 45 
may have a round shape while the cell 10 has a rectangular 
shape. 
0116. As noted above, the conductive sheet 45 provides a 
number of advantages. Primarily, it provides a reliable 
mechanical connection that is relatively simple to implement. 
In addition, it provides high conductivity and low losses on 
the bottom face 14B of the cell 10. Moreover, there is no need 
to have silver pads on the back face of the cell 10 (silver pads 
generally provide a solid soldering point), thus further 
improving efficiency and simplifying manufacturing. 
0117. Another benefit relates to the fragile nature of many 
solar cells 10. Specifically, the substrate 12 of many solar 
cells 10 break or crack when in the field. As known by those 
skilled in the art, a crack can isolate a section of the cell 10, 
thus preventing electrons formed by that portion of the cell 10 
from contributing to cell power. Those skilled in the art thus 
often attempt to solve this problem by extending the tabs 22 
substantially across the entire width of the bottom face 14B of 
the cell 10. 

0118 Use of the conductive sheet 45 obviates this need by 
ensuring that carriers from the noted isolated portions con 
tinue to electrically connect with the remainder of the cell 10. 
In fact, it is anticipated that the conductive sheet 45 will 
provide better conduction than conventional use of tabs 22. In 
addition to providing this reliability improvement, Such 
embodiment must also reduces amount of wire used for the 
tabs 22 since it is no longer necessary to extend them across 
the substantial majority of the cell 10. This reduced use of 
wire consequently further minimizes manufacturing costs. 
0119) Some embodiments simply use a conductive adhe 
sive without the conductive sheet 45 to connect the tabs 22 to 
the bottom face 14B of the cell 10. 
I0120 Accordingly, illustrative embodiments should 
improve cell efficiency by one or a combination of several 
factors, including (among other things): 
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I0121 use of thinner fingers 18, 
0.122 higher numbers of continuous and/or discontinu 
ous busbars 20, 

I0123 tabs 22 oriented and shaped to reflect light back to 
the surface 14A, 

0.124 discontinuous fingers 18, and/or 
0.125 a conductive sheet 45 to secure tabs 22 to the 
bottom face 14B of the cell 10. 

0126 Although the above discussion discloses various 
exemplary embodiments of the invention, it should be appar 
ent that those skilled in the art can make various modifications 
that will achieve some of the advantages of the invention 
without departing from the true scope of the invention. More 
over, it should be noted that various embodiments may be 
used/implemented with or without other disclosed embodi 
mentS. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A photovoltaic cell comprising: 
a photosensitive Substrate; 
a plurality offingers in ohmic contact with the Substrate, at 

least one of the fingers having an average width of less 
than about 95 microns; 

a plurality of busbars in ohmic contact with the fingers, 
at least two of the busbars intersecting the at least one of the 

fingers, the at least two busbars being spaced less than 
about 38 millimeters apart. 

2. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein the 
at least two busbars are spaced no less than about six milli 
meters apart. 

3. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein no 
busbar on the substrate is spaced more than about 38 milli 
meters from another adjacent busbar. 

4. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein the 
plurality of busbars are generally equally spaced aparta given 
distance, the given distance being no more than about 15 
millimeters. 

5. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein the 
substrate comprises a sheet wafer formed from doped poly 
silicon. 

6. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 5 wherein the 
Substrate comprises a string ribbon wafer. 

7. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein each 
of the plurality of intersected fingers has an average height of 
no greater than about twenty microns, and an average width of 
no greater than about sixty microns. 

8. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 further com 
prising a plurality of tabs in ohmic contact with the plurality 
of busbars, the plurality of tabs having a generally planar 
Surface that forms an acute angle with the Substrate. 

9. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein at 
least one of the busbars is discontinuous and comprises a 
plurality of spaced pads. 

10. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein at 
least one of the fingers has a repeating discontinuity. 

11. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein 
each busbar and each finger comprises a screen printed con 
ductive material. 

12. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein 
each of the plurality of fingers has an average width of no 
greater than about 65 microns. 

13. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein the 
substrate has a bottom face, the photovoltaic cell further 
comprising: 
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a conductive sheet secured to the bottom face of the sub 
strate; and 

a tab between the conductive sheet and the bottom face of 
the substrate. 

14. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein the 
Substrate has an average thickness that is no greater than 
about 300 microns. 

15. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 further 
comprising a plurality of tabs connected with the busbars, the 
Substrate having a top Surface containing the fingers and 
busbars, the fingers, tabs and busbars together covering no 
more than about six percent of the top surface of the substrate. 

16. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein the 
at least one finger has an average width of no less than about 
35 microns. 

17. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 1 wherein the 
plurality offingers comprise only a single layer of conductive 
material. 

18. A method of fabricating a photovoltaic cell, the method 
comprising: 

providing a photosensitive Substrate having a top face; 
depositing a plurality of fingers onto the top face of the 

Substrate and into ohmic contact with the substrate, the 
plurality offingers each having an average width of less 
than about 95 microns; and 

depositing a plurality of busbars on the top face of the 
substrate to intersect the plurality offingers, the plurality 
of busbars having an outer dimension of greater than 
about 95 microns, at least two of the plurality of busbars 
being deposited on the top face of the substrate so that 
they are separated by no more than about 38 millimeters. 

19. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein depositing 
a plurality of fingers comprises depositing no more than one 
layer of conductive material onto the substrate to form the 
fingers. 

20. The method as defined by claim 19 further comprising 
electrically connecting a tab to at least one of the one layer 
fingers. 

21. The method as defined by claim 19 wherein the con 
ductive material comprises a silver based material. 

22. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein depositing 
a plurality of fingers comprises screen printing the fingers 
onto the top face of the substrate. 

23. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein the plural 
ity of busbars are spaced no less than about six millimeters 
apart. 

24. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein no busbar 
on the substrate is spaced more than about 38 millimeters 
from another adjacent busbar. 

25. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein providing 
comprises providing a string ribbon wafer formed from poly 
silicon. 

26. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein depositing 
a plurality of fingers comprises depositing a Substantially 
continuous line of conductive material across the front face of 
the Substrate to form a single, Substantially continuous finger. 

27. The method as defined by claim 26 wherein the single, 
Substantially continuous finger has an irregular break formed 
after depositing the plurality of fingers. 

28. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein depositing 
a plurality of fingers comprises depositing a line of conduc 
tive material to have a regularly spaced discontinuity. 
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29. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein depositing 
a plurality of busbars comprises depositing fifteen busbars on 
the top face of the substrate. 

30. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein depositing 
a plurality of busbars comprises depositing a plurality of 
spaced pads on the top face of the Substrate. 

31. The method as defined by claim 18 further comprising 
electrically connecting a plurality of tabs to the plurality of 
busbars. 

32. The method as defined by claim 31 wherein each one of 
the plurality of tabs has a generally planar Surface that forms 
an acute angle with the Substrate when electrically connected. 

33. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein the sub 
strate has a bottom face, the method further comprising: 

securing a conductive sheet to the bottom face of the sub 
strate; and 

securing a tab between the conductive sheet and the bottom 
face of the substrate. 

34. The method as defined by claim 18 wherein depositing 
a plurality of fingers comprising depositing the plurality of 
fingers to have an average width of no less than about 35 
microns. 

35. A photovoltaic cell comprising: 
a photosensitive Substrate; 
a plurality of current collecting means in ohmic contact 

with the Substrate, at least one of the collecting means 
having an average width of less than about 95 microns; 

a plurality of tab connection means in ohmic contact with 
the fingers, 

at least two of the tab connection means intersecting a 
plurality of the fingers, the at least two tab connection 
means being spaced less than about 38 millimeters apart. 

36. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 35 wherein 
the at least two tab connection means are spaced no less than 
about six millimeters apart. 

37. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim35 wherein no 
tab connection means on the Substrate is spaced more than 
about 38 millimeters from another adjacent tab connection 
CaS. 

38. A photovoltaic cell comprising: 
a photosensitive Substrate; 
a plurality of spaced pads in ohmic contact with the Sub 

strate, the plurality of pads forming a plurality of dis 
continuous busbars, each of the plurality of pads having 
an outer dimension that is greater than 100 microns, 

each pad in a set of the plurality of pads having a contigu 
ous finger portion extending therefrom, each contiguous 
finger portion having an average width of no greater than 
about 95 microns. 

39. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 wherein 
the finger portions form a discontinuous finger comprising a 
repeating discontinuity. 

40. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 wherein a 
first finger portion of a first pad has a first end, a second finger 
portion of a second pad having a second end, the first end 
being spaced no more than about two electron diffusion 
lengths from the second end. 
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41. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 further 
comprising a plurality of tabs secured to the plurality of pads. 

42. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim38 wherein at 
least two of the busbars are spaced less than about 38 milli 
meters apart. 

43. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 wherein 
the finger portions of the set of the pads form a single con 
tinuous finger. 

44. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 43 wherein 
the single continuous finger has at least one irregularly repeat 
ing discontinuity. 

45. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 wherein 
each pad and each finger portion comprises a screen printed 
conductive material. 

46. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 wherein 
the Substrate comprises a string ribbon crystal wafer. 

47. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 wherein 
the finger portions have only a single layer of conductive 
material. 

48. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 wherein 
each of the plurality offinger portions has an average height 
of no greater than about twenty microns, and an average width 
of no greater than about sixty microns. 

49. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 further 
comprising a plurality of tabs in ohmic contact with the plu 
rality of busbars, the plurality of tabs having a generally 
planar Surface that forms an acute angle with the Substrate. 

50. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 wherein 
each of the finger portions has an average width of less than 
about 65 microns. 

51. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 38 wherein 
the substrate has a bottom face, the photovoltaic cell further 
comprising: 

a conductive sheet secured to the bottom face of the sub 
strate; and 

a tab between the conductive sheet and the bottom face of 
the substrate. 

52. A photovoltaic panel comprising: 
a plurality of electrically connected photovoltaic cells, 
at least one of the photovoltaic cells comprising: 

a photosensitive Substrate; 
a plurality offingers in ohmic contact with the Substrate, 

at least one of the fingers having an average width of 
less than about 95 microns; and 

a plurality of busbars in ohmic contact with the fingers, 
at least two of the busbars intersecting a plurality of the 

fingers, the at least two busbars being spaced less than 
about 38 millimeters apart. 

53. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 52 wherein 
the at least two busbars are spaced no less than about six 
millimeters apart. 

54. The photovoltaic cell as defined by claim 52 wherein no 
busbar on the substrate is spaced more than about 38 milli 
meters from another adjacent busbar. 
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